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Monthly
Meeting

Monthly
Meeting

Special
Event

Date Speaker/Activity

June 14th,2002 Greg Bourke

Jily 12th,2002 Annual General Meeting / TriviaNight

June 16th,2002 Winter Swap Meet, Greg Bourke's house

pay the Soeietr' 10% of your plants sold at the meeting was passed. This
may have upset a few people but after talking to many other Societies, I
found this to be the norm. We must find ways to raise money as our

treasurer, .Ianet Pearce has infonned us with the cost of the meeting hall
going up and now we have to pay for the printing of the Fly Trap News

we need injections of monies. The trouble was we were spoiled by Denis

Daley and then Greg Bourke who did the printing themselves.

We have starled a raffle which will be drawn at the Christmas Meet.

Prizes are a large Nepenthes donated by Margaret Frey, A framed picture

of a bird done in paper toll by Janet Pearce and a mixed pot of tuberous

Drosera s donated by Greg Bourke. A booklet of 5 tickets will be in
with your Jourral, you may sell them to fiiends or family. Just put name

and phone number on them and please send booklet back, tickets are $2

each. Thank You.

There are a lot of changes going on in the Society and I know it is hard

on us old long termers to change but the Society must grow so now there

is a lot more input by the newer people we can either sit back and " go

with the flow o' or colne to the meetings and help them with the knowl-
edge we have gathered over the years. Also we have people who special-

ize in certain plants and we don't want to lose them.

Greg Bourke gave us a talk on some of his Droseras which was very in-
teresting. Greg is going to Bomeo with Richard Riles this April so we

will be expecting great tliings from them when they get back and anyone

wanting information on Drosera can ring Greg when he gets back.
When Siegfried Haftmeyer and Irmgard came to Australia last year they
visited several carnivorous plant people while making their documen-

tary. We watched tlie video of it in February and March. It was very in-
teresting and as usual the Australian scenery was spectacular. They
shor-rld be made ambassadors as I would come here if I saw this docu-

mentary overseas. Although they did focus on some big spiders. A snake

and talked of the crocodiles!!!! It was fun to see ourselves on the docu-

President's Note
Don't forget that the membership fees for 2002-2003 are now $25'

Our postal address has also changed, please refer to Page 2 fbr correct

address.

Peter

Editor's Note
I must apologise for the tardiness in publishing the last few issues of the

Joumal, the good news is that some good work is finally coming to frui-

tition and you'll probably see the results of this within the next few

months.

Also, in the last issue the AGM was incorrectly advertised as June 14, it
is in fact July 12 (as usual)

Chris

Chat Corner
Hi Fellow CPers

January saw us back at the meeting talking about the Summer we didn't

have. Some of our plants have powered ahead while others plod aloug.

The Society is now Incorporated so we are forging ahead. A decision to



mentary as others will see us!!!!! I believe Siggy found a new species of
Drosera in Australia which he will be able to natne. I think this would
be exciting to discover something new.

Winter will be on us sooner than we think as my Sarcacenia's are expe-

riencing cold mornings and are having trouble making up their rninds

what to do.

MISCONCEPTIONS, Confusion and plain ignorance have come to

mind this month. On a television show I Burke's Backyard ] shown in

March, Don had a small segment on Nepenthes with David Banks. The

information was plain and simple for all to understand and he displayed

a nice large N.truncata pitcher amongst other Nepenthes. The next clay I
did a Festival and thought I would have been helped by the show the

night before!!! ! We had a large pitchered Nepenthes displayed but

EVERYONE, mentioned the show commenting on the " large jugs as big
as kerosene tins ". Now I'm old enough to remember the kero tins and if
I saw a pitcher as large as those even I would step back. Also because

they were shown in a hot house and whiie the segment was on the sprin-

klers came on the public thought all these plants must be "hot house"

kept and water sprayed on them constantly.

At the March meeting it was decided not to have a specific plant of the

month but people could bring in any favourite plant they wished. The

winner on the night could give us a few words on where they grow the

plant and how they have it looking so good. This has proved popular and

most interesting.

Thanks to Brendon for donating Nick Romanowski's new book " Gar-

dening With Carnivores" to the Library. I admire anyone who could

write a book to begin with and was excited when this orle came out. Not

to put a damper on the book but it did drive me INSANE by the use of
names such as "white hood, Sweet pitcher" etc throughout the book in-

stead of their proper names which would have been just as easy to print.
I rnay have been spoilt by the way Charles Clarke set out his books with
all tlie relevant information on a particular species under it's own head-

ing. I seemed to find Nick's information a bit scattered. It was quite
away tlrrough the book before I was told Sarracenia's go dormant in
winter. All in all the book was informative, the pictures were good, and I
can now name some of rny own collection fiom his pictures. Thank you

for this book on Sarracenia's and it proudly sits on my shelf while I
await Donald Schnell's new book out in May. This is only my opinion so

I suggest yoll go out, buy the book and enjoy for yourself.

Don't forget the fees are due soon and they are $25. The library is going
strong and don't forget to return books on time. Thank you to all those

that are helping on the stall or going to the Koi Show at Fairfield in May.
Have lots of plants ready that can be sold on the day.

I have had calls from people wondering where their Fly Trap News is.

Well unfortunately we had to wait until we had enough arlicles. So if
you could put pen to paper or fingers to keyboard we may be more
prompt. We would like to hear from anyone overseas. How do you grow
your plants in your climate, what is the availability to get these plants,

do you cultivate them yoursell do you have a club near you, is your
whole family interested or just you? Any information would be of inter-
est.

A young member by the name of James Delaney has been extremely sick
so we wish him well and on his feet as soon as possible.

The narning of plants is still a problem.. I cannot see how you can have

a plant, not know it's parents and name it. Unless you cloned the plant
you could never breed true again. AAHH tissue culture..... a wonder in
progress. Till next time

Your Friendly CPer . . .. Jessica.



A Book Review
Reviewed by Greg Bor.rrke

Salmon,8.2001. Carnivorous Plants of New Zealglnd'.

Ecosphere Publications, 13 Rothery Road, Manuwera,

Auckland 1702, New Zealand.

ISBN 0-473-08032-X
Size: ,A.5 - 21Omm x 148mm

Pages: 304 including 120 colour plates

Format: Soft cover with flaps.

Cost: NZ$64.95

How to order : http :/iwww. geocities. c oml nz _cp I index.html

The authors passion for his local camivorous plants has lead hirn to

write one of the best camivorous plant books to date! 15 years of study

has gone into this book which has taken Bruce Sahnon to every corner

of New Zealand.

What better way to lure potential readers than with a fantastic shot of the

New Zealand endernic Drosera stenopetala on the cover. Once inside

you can learn everything about New Zealands camivorous plants' That is

if you can stop yourself from staring at the beautiful colour plates. I
found myself flicking back and forth between these for about half an

hour. These have to be seen to be believed. I could carry on about the

pictures but there is so much more!

The contents of the book: Prefaceo Acknowledgements, Photography

and illustrations, Dichotomous Key, Introduction, Climateo Habitats,

Droseru (D. arcturi, D. auriculata, D' binata, D. peltata, D, pygmaea,

D. spatulata, and D. stenopetala), Drosera Plates, Utricularia (U.

australis, U. delicanla, U. dichotoma, U. geminiscarpa, and U. gibba),
Utriculuria Plates, Carnivorous Fungi, Pollinators, Dispersal,
Conservation and collecting, Cultivation, Field Trips, Resources,

Glossary, Bibliography, and Index. That's right! This book has the lot.
I wont go over every section as I don't want to spoil all the surprises but
some things must be mentioned.

For me, Clirnate and Habitat information are essential in order to grow
plants well. I like to imitate a plants natural environment as best as I can

so the plant will grow naturally and not like it has been wrapped in
cotton wool. With the aid of climatic descriptions, maps, and

photographs the author shows us exactly what conditions the plants

endure. It is as good as being there yourself)

Within the sections Drosera and Utricularia the author explains how the

two genera work in non-technical terms without sacrificing scientihc
accuracy. After learning all about the genera, it's onto the species. Each

species is described in full with the aid of some of the best botanical
drawings I have ever seen. These botanical drawings even contain the

seeds! This is something that other authors often leave out but can be

very useful for identifying species. Habitat extremes are also discussed

as well as distribution and other interesting information such as colour
forms and variations.

Field Trips are the best way to learn about carnivorous plants. The

author describes many locations throughout New Zealand where you can

be guaranteed of finding plants. The directions are precise so you will be

able to spend your time observing the plants, not looking for the site.

Even if you do not grow any of the species discussed in Carnivorous
Plants of New Zealand, this book is a must for your personnel bookshelf.
It is fantastic reading.



Learning to grow Carnivorous
lights -Pwt?

Plants under

Rhonda Strickland

Reprinted from FTN, Jan-Feb 1987

Artfficial light gardening olJbrs many opportunities to the carnivorotrs
plant grower. This is the second instalment of an enq,clopaedic article,
the author introduces further information on this specialised art.

Once you have determined the number and length of tubes needed for
your growing area, you must consider how far the plants should be from
the fixtures.

Plant placement
The best indication of where to place your CP is the plants themselves.

Dionaea, Pinguicula, small rosette Drosera, and small Utricttlaria may

have to be closer to the lights to the lights; tall pitcher plants further
away. Watch for signs of :

. too much light: buming, wilting, or bleaching of leaves

. too little tight: etiolation, or stringy growth reaching toward the light

Drosera and Dionaea wlll lose their red colour if the light is not

optimum intensity; Sarracenia will be weak and skinny, and those with
'kings" (the flaps running vertically along the tubular leaves) will
produce winter leaves or phyllodia which are all wing with little or no

pitcher fomation. They will also fail to develop red colouration and

venation. Under these conditions the vining pitcher plants, Nepenthes,

will develop spindley stems and elongated intemodes!

l0
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You will probably have to do some distance adjusting after you've set up

the light garden and watched your plant's responses. Keep this in mind
when choosing a light fixture and setting it up. The light fixture is

basically a metal box that houses the necessary electrical parts. Unless
you are handy with wiring, get the kind that comes complete with a

grounding plug-in cord. Fixtures can hang by chains from a ceiling,
shelf or wall bracket: they can be mounted under a shelf or table, or set

on top of an aquarium. Some fixtures come with adjustable legs and

stand over the growing area. If your CP light garden design requires a

stationary mounting, the plants themselves can always be moved

towards the light if you find a light level that is too low. If you are

g'owing plants in pots, a plant can be set on a pot turned upside down to
elevate it. If planting directly in an aquarium, build up an area with
mounds of sphagnum to move a light-starved sundew or two closer to
lights. If your plants show indication of too much light, moving them

away can be more difficult. The fixture might have to be raised or you

might try changing to lower intensity lights.

Reflectors
So you've set up your 48" fixtures over your terrarium, move those D. x
nagamotos up higher when they don't look at glittery red as they do in
the photo's, but still you've got a hunch that all your plants would like a

little more light to bask in. There's still more you can do. Reflectors
can increase the amount of light reaching your plants by 30-40%. Most
fixtures corne with a reflector - a metal strip along both sides that serves

to block the glare of the lights as well as reflect the light downward
where it is needed. If your fixture didn't, you can paint a piece of board

with flat white enamel and attach it to the back of the fixture. If you are

using a reflector but still wanting more light on your plants, mirrors,
aluminium foil or white paint can be applied to the back, sides and cover

of the ter"rarium, creating a decorative effect as well as increasing light
reflection. A surface of flat white paint provides the most efficient
reflection. One final point to check: are your plants crowded together?

Spacing them will prevent them from shading one another.



Timers
If after all your plants still show light deficiency, the problem may be the

length of the photoperiod. Most experienced CP growers recommend

between 14 and 18 hours of light daily during active growth. The extra-
long day can compensate somewhat for lower intensity light. The
regularity of the photoperiod is imporlant. This is where a sirnple
automatic timer comes in handy. You can find timers in any hardware,

department or plant store. A timer not only makes it unnecessary to get

up promptly every moming at 6am to tum your lights on, it changes your
CP terrarium into a controlled growth chamber. You can do all softs of
experimenting with a particular species' response to an artificially
regulated photoperiod. Some suggestions for experiments in this and

other areas will follow.

With a timer you can easily give your temperate CP a domrancy period.

You may want to start the process in autumn, by the calendar, gradually
shortening the days until, in June, the photoperiod is only 8 hrs. Or you

might wait for signs of dormancy to appear before simply switching over
to a short day. These signs ale :

. slowed foliage growth
o general 'dying back',
. formation of hibernacula - (tight clusters of primordial leaves which

act as dormant buds)

Temperature Control !

For the beginning CP light gardener, a timer combined with fixtures,
lights and tarrarium may be all the equipment that is necessary. As you

become more involved with your plant's growth there are other cultural
considerations that may require additional light growing accessories.

One important factor is temperature. During periods of growth CPs like
daytime warmth (35"C) with a slight drop in temperature at night.

Fortunately fluorescent tubes radiate some heat during the duy,

duplicating this natural temperature change.

l2

A maximum/minimurn thetmometer will register the highest and lowest

temperature reached in a given period, and by using one you may find
that the temperature is not dropping at all at night due to storage of heat

built up during the day, or that the temperature climbs alarmingly when

the afternoon sun streams across the room and into your light garden.

Those bleached or blackened leaves may not be from too much light as

suspected; it may be frorn excessive heat !

You miglit find that temperatures run too low, especially if you are

growing tropicals, germinating seeds, or starting cuttings. There are two
simple heaters that will counteract the cold. A thermostatic heating

cable you can set in the base of the planting medium or in a gravel

substrate; inexpensive models preset to maintain a minimum of about

2l"C are available, and there are fancier models that allow you to select

from a range of soil temperatures to be maintained. If you keep an inch
or so of standing water in the bottom of your enclosure you can use a

themostatic aquarium water heater, available from any pet supply store.

Ventilation
Closely related to temperature is ventilation. Stagnant air allows excess

heat to accumulate. Although fluorescent lights themselves contribute
little to this heat problem, if the surrounding room temperature is high

due to slrmmer heat, or the light garden is located next to a heat source

like a sunny window or a heating vent, heat my still become a problem.
You can move the terarium away from the heat, use air conditioning in
the room or open a nearby window to let in breezes. If these solutions

are not available, some way must be found to circulate fresh air inside

the terrarium. As pointed out earlier, removing the cover accelerates

drying of the medium. When the cover is replaced, the temperature will
only rise again and the dried out medium and drier air in the

combination of intense light and heat will be lethal.

The installation of a small fan is sometimes the only solution. A fan in

l3



combination with a vent opening will provide fresh air, eliminating any

mould or rot problems as well as reducing temperatures. Some

evaporation will result, but you can adjust your watering to compensate

for the predicable effect ofthe fan.

Small fans can be found in electrical supply stores, hardware stores or
through mail order light gardening supplies. However, a fan should only
be used in a large enough light garden that it can be installed off to the

side or the end, so as not to blow directly on the plants. If you suspect

your fan might be producing too much of a draft, the air flow can be

slowed down by hanging a curtain of gatze or a similar material in front
of the fan.

Another accessory that isn't necessary, but is very nice to have, is a

hygrometer. A hygrometer measures humidity. The typical signs of low
humidity in CPs are : loss of dew on Drosera 's, browning and/or dried

up leaves, little or no pitcher formation in Nepenthes or Sarracenia's.
Since these signs are also indications of other troubles a hygrometer can

help to determine if low humidity is indeed the problem, or if it is

something else.

Bitrliography
Camivorous plant growers interested in artificial light gardening should

become familiar with the lndoor Light Gardening Society of America,
Inc.

Editor's Note : Part 3 of this reprinted article should appear in the next
journal. I did a few searches on the internet for the ILGSA, bttt could
not find any details at all.. The original bibliography did mentiort

certain bool<s that were available through the ILGSA, but being l5 years

later, I doubt ,f ory of these would still be available. You might want to
contact your local library for more infonnation on this topic.

USA 2OOO

Andrew Broome

Reprinted with kind permission from the New Zealand Carnivorous
Plant Societlt.

Peter Sebborn (to whom all photos associated with this article can be

attributed) and I spent a month (from the end of May to the end of June
2000) visiting various states in the US. While carnivorous plants were
not the total focus of our visit, there was a certain CP content to the
holiday which was due to culminate with the International Camivorous
Plant Society (ICPS) conference in San Francisco and the associated,
unofficial, field trip into Northern Califomia to see wlld Darlingtonia,
Pingui cttla and Drosera.

Our most recent trip to the US started off in Tampa Florida. One of the
people I'd made contact with prior to our departure was local CPer Tom
Massey, he was very happy to show us his collection and also one of the
local Sarracenia minor sites. Tom picked us up at our hotel and first
took us to a ,S. minor site close to his house. This was our first
introduction to just how dry Florida can be in a drought. The weather
had been uncommonly dry this season (actually for the last couple of
years). Tom took us into ar atea that looked extremely dry, in fact he
was not confident that we'd be able to see any CPs, things were so dry.
We soon found some ,S. rninor scattered among the saw palmetto, the
plants were obviously under quite a bit of stress but had just finished
flowering despite that. The pitchers themselves looked somewhat
desiccated and I could see no sign of prey capture. The plants were
growing in totally unexpected soil consisting of what looked to be about
90% white sand, with a small amount of organic material in the form of
leaves and twigs mostly. There was no sign of what I'd call 'peat'..
While in the area we also tried to find remnants of Utricularia and

)

)

)

)
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Drosera but there was no sign of either of these even though Tom had

seen plenty in previous visits.

After checking out the native Sarracenia we went back to Toms house

and had a look at his personal collection. He was mostly interested in
Nepenthes, but had various other genera as well. He had quite a good

range of plants growing both in his garage under lights and outdoors. It
was quite odd, to me, to see his Sarracenia and native Drosera growing

outdoors, right next to lowland Nepenthes such as some very nice ly'.

bicalcarata! Tom has been maintaining his Sarracenia in the

perpetually waffn conditions of Tampa for several years. I find it
unlikely that there was ever a 'proper' dormant period for his plants but

despite this he had healthy plants and has grown seedlings without
stratification. In fact, I find it hard to believe that the local ,S. minor
would ever experience a decent cool period for seed stratification.

Obviously the almost tropical conditions year round in Tampa would
make it difficult to grow some CPs and Tom had gone to some trouble to

try and provide the appropriate conditions for some highland Nepenthes

species, Heliamphora and Darlingtonia with apparently varying rates

of success. Obviously, he'd be very hard pressed to grow species such

as the more extreme highland Neps, for example N. villosa ot I'{. raiah.

Avon Park Bombing Range.

While our main reason for being in the Tampa area was supposed to

related to the annual American Killifish Association convention, we did

manage to include some CP content. One bonus was a fish collection

trip on normally restricted land on the Avon Park Bombing Range.

While everyone else was getting wet seining for fish and dodging

alligators we were able to explore for CPs. One of the organisers of the

killifish collecting trip, Brian Skidmore, knew about the local flora and

assured us that at least a couple of CP species could be found. Within 5

minutes of arriving at the designated site, a pond associated with a small

lake, I found some (Jtricularia purpuree growing terrestrially due

presumably to the cunently low water levels. It was even flowering and
looked quite irnpressive, kind of like a purple flowered U. gibba. On the
opposite bank of the pond we found a few scattered plants of U. cornuta
in flower, also growing as a terrestrial. This is quite an impressive
species, with big flat yellow flowers showing a very pronounced spur.
Furlher along and quite high up on the pond bank were some rather dry
examples of Drosera capillaris. We didn't know it at the time but this
was the one and only time we would see native US Utric's in the wild.
Drosera capillaris was to become an almost constant companion during
our time in the south.

D. capillaris
Pan Handle area, Florida

After our time in Tampa was over we flew to New Orleans and hired a
car (a Pontiac Sunfire) and drove east towards Tallahassee Florida. The
whole round trip covered about 2000 km over 3 days. We had very good
instructions, provided by Bany Meyers-Rice of Davis, California, on
how to find various plants in the area. These instructions proved to be

ll
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invaluable, even though all the sites we visited had plants visible fi'orn

the road, it would have been very difficult to spot much if we didn't
know the appropriate areas to look in. No doubt we could have spent a

lot more time and seen a lot fewer species if we didn't know exactly
where to look for what.

Driving east from Slidell, Louisiana where we spent our fimt night, the

first pitcher plants we came across were Sarracenia alatct These were

in a vacant lot that was for sale and therefore probably will not be there

for much longer. The plants were pretty typical for S. alata but it was

good to see them doing well in a dry weedy habitat. Also present were

Drosera capillaris. Our next quarry was ,S. luecophylla which we found

close to the Mississippi border with Alabama in the company of more S.

alata, a few hybrids of the two and more D. capillaris. There was also

something that looked an awful lot like S. rubra to me, growing on some

very disturbed ground chumed up by earth moving equipment. It's
possible that it was ^S. 

rubra but my instructions did not mention this

species being at this site. Further into Alabama we visited a site that

contained more S. luecophylla, S. purpttrea (we only saw three S.

pLrpurea in the wild on the whole trip, two of which were at this site).

There were also a few hybrids, more D. capillaris and some nice D.

fillifurmis tracyi, the first we'd seen. We then crossed into the Florida
panhandle and spent a night in Pensacola

Not a bad range of plants for our first day. The mission for the next day

was to see,S. flavabtt we were also keen to find S. nbra gulfbnsis, S'

psittacina and maybe some Pinguicula.

As you're leaving Pensacola, on Interstate 10, you can see S. flrn'a on the

side of the road, just before exit 7 but they're almost impossible to easily

get close to so we kept going - counting on being able to see more

examples further into Florida (on the way back, a couple of days later -
plants were visible on the opposite side of the highway in the same

general area). Once we were into the panhandle we did manage to see

18

D.intermedia
Pan Handle area, Florida

lots more plants including examples of D. intermedia in addition to
lreaps morc D. Jillfbrmis tracyi growing right along the road so that they
were visible fiom the moving car. ln the vicinity of Eglin Air Force Base
we followed some instructions provided by local CPer Randy Zen but
these proved to be impossible to make full use of due to some road
works and pipe installation in the area, however we were able to take a
side road and after exploring around a stream edge we saw solne
scraggly S. rubra gulfensis, the only ones we were able to find on the
trip. There were supposed to be P. printuliflora and U. cornuta in the
area but we didn't manage to find them.
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The closer we got
to the Apalachicola
area of Florida the

more common S.

flava became and it
was in this area that
we saw our first,
bright red, S.

psittacina. Soon

we were not even

bothering to stop at

the s ight of
roadside ,S. Jlava
but rather just
commenting when
we saw them. Up
until this stage all
the S. flava we'd
seen had been the

typical western
Florida 'cut throat'
tlpe but we had
reason to believe
that we could find
good examples of
red tubed forms in
the area. At one

stage we found one

ofthose large stands

of the typical form that made us drool. There must have been several

thousand plants in a relatively small area, tnostly near a line of scrubby

trees but also extending into the meadow (or savannah, if you prefer)

between the trees and the road. We were very excited to find one oI two

reddish tubed examples mixed in with the typical plants. Since it was

getting late in the afternoon we returned to the car and decided to head
for the town of Apalachicola to spend the night. While we drove up the
road a bit to look for a convenient place to turn around we were stunned
to see, in the very next field after the above mentioned site, a large stand
of almost purely red tubed S. flava. This was truely a stunning sight to
see and, to me, made the whole trip worlhwhile. There was some
variation in the plants with some having a yellow lid while others were
totally red all over. There was also the occasional typical cut throat
plant. Also much to
our delight we
found some
Pinguicula species
growing among
them, both red and
green leaved plants.
We can't be sure

what species we
were seeing since
they were not in
flower but it's
possible that they
were both P.
planifolia and P.
ionantha based on

the colouration of
the leaves although
I remain to be

convinced one way
or the other. S.

psittacitru and D.
capillaris were
also comlnon
down in the grass.

S. flava'Heavy viened'
(Apalachicola area, Florida)

2I

S. flava'cut throat'
(Apal achicola ar ea, Florida)
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Our mission in the Florida panhandle was now over so we headed back

to New Orleans, stopping on occasion to look at likely looking places for
plants. Sometimes with success and sometimes without but anyway,

nothing new was spoffed on the return journey. We did Stop at a 'truck

stop' or rest area to make use of the facilities. Upon leaving we saw a

large road sign which mentioned Sawacenia (spelt in this case with one

'r') and an early (T773) explorer of the area, William Bartram. No CPs

were found in the immediate area though.

Once back in New Orleans, we did what tourists in that city are

supposed to do. Visited the sites by day and partied by night. All good

clean fun ofcourse.

After spending time in the south-east it was time to, as they say, 'Head

west'. We flew to LA and visited a non-CP friend there for a few days

followed by a few more days relaxing with another fiiend in the

mountains behind Sacramento where we did some nice walks and

generally just hung out. Later on we heard that we were not far fi'om

some good CP sites but didn't know that at the time so missed out.

Once our 'free time' was over, it was time to head back down to the

coast to attend the 2000 ICPS Conference in San Francisco. We actually

elected to stay with a friend in Redwood City which is a little way from

San Francisco but has good connections via train and bus so that we

were still able to go to most of the conference activities while avoiding

some of the costs of staying in the city. of course, when we arrived

Redwood City was in the middle of a heatwave and was having its

hottest day on record. Let me tell you, 43C is very hot. Especially when

you're carrying a months worth of gear even the couple of blocks from

the train station to my friends place. Anyway, we survived-luckily there

was a bar nearby.

We had a day or two before the conference was due to start so made use

of this by doing a few touristy things and exploring some of the area. I
made contact with a (relatively) local CPer named Phil Faulisi and we
went to visit him one night. Phil grows mainly Nepenthes and lives
quite a bit south of where we were but obviously the climate there suits
his plants. He had some very nice specimens with highland plants
growing in a good-sized greenhouse and lowland plants in a huge
chamber that took over one wall of his bedroom. He also had a nice
selection of the various other CP genera and was a good person to sit
and have a chat to before the conference itselfbegan.

The 2000 International Camivorous Plant Society conference was hosted
by the Bay Area Carnivorous Plant Society (BACPS) and the Northem
California Camivorous Plant Society OICCPS) at the Fort Mason Center
between Friday the 16th of June and Sunday the 18tr'. In use by the
military for over 200 years, Fort Mason is on the San Francisco
waterfront between Fishermans Wharf and the Golden Gate and has
become a recreational area with museums, art galleries and so forth as

well as, obviously, a conference venue.

The conference itself was attended by people from all over the world.
There weren't many from the southem hemisphere but lots from Europe
and Norlh America as well as an Asian contingent. The general format
was of 5 sessions spread over the 3 days with 3 or 4 presentations per
session. On the Saturday evening, after the 4tl' session, there was a

banquet dinner and auction as well as a more 'informal' talk by Barry
Meyers-Rice. At various times during the course of events the sales
room was open so that people could purchase plants from the selection
of vendors. At these times you could also view the photographs entered
in the photo contest. It would be impossible to go over each of the
presentations here but suffice to say, there were many fascinating talks
given by such people as (in no particular order) Charles Clarke, Ch'ien
Lee, Robert Cantley, Douglas Darnowski, Jan Schlauer, Andreas
Wistuba, Robert Gibson, Barry Meyers-Rice and several others.
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Presentations on Nepenthes were well represented hnt l)t'oscrrr and

Dionaea were also covered, as was the more obscure Triphyophltllum

peltatum so there was definitely something for everyone. Abstracts of
most of the presentations can be found on the ICPS webpage.

The banquet on the Saturday night was a lot of fun especially with Barry

Meyers-Rices presentation of a talk initially supposed to be given by

Peter D'Amato (of california camivores and the well known book 'The

Savage Garden'). This talk took a light hearted, and sometimes

somewhat R-rated, look at what some of our plants supposedly get up to

and how they got their names etc. All good fun and I don't think too

many people got offended, luckily most CP people have a sense of
humour. The night was wfapped up by an extensive auction where a lot

of plants and CP memorabilia changed hands for the good of the ICPS.

It seemed to me that quite high prices were being paid for some things

but then again, if that's what people wanted to pay then who am I to
argue? The highest price for the night (US$300) went to a Nepenthes

campanulala which was the first to come out of tissue culture from

Malesiana Tropicals. I wonder how it's doing now. various other

plants went for good prices too, you most certainly could've done well

growing Drosera binata for that auction. It was interesting to note Rob
-antley having to buy an example of the N. ampullaria namedafter him.

If it had've been mine I would have been inclined to just give it to him.

Anyway, at the end of it all, people went home huppy and the ICPS

made enough money to mean they didn't lose on the conference'

After the conference itself was over, there was an informal field trip into

the far north of California to see Darlingtonia, Pinguicula macroceros

and Drosera rotttndifolia in the wild. We were lucky enough to be able

to spend our final few days in the US on this trip and saw lots of
fascinating plants up in the Redwood country. I'd organised to share a

vehicle and costs with a couple of US Cpers and so once they picked us

up we headed north towards the Oregon border. On the way up we of

course had to stop off at the retail outlet and nursery known as

California Camivores. Owned by Peter D'Amato, it probably is one of
the larger collections of CPs anyvhere and has good examples of plants
from most groups. There were some particularly good Pinguicula and
Nepenthes but plenty of Drosera and Sarracenia etc as well, if that was
your thing. It would've been very easy to spend a fortune there if we'd
been able to bring back any plants with us. After our stop we continued
north up the coast, eventually getting to the tiny blip on the map known
as Gasquet (pronounced, apparently, Gas-kee) around which the local
native CPs can be found at various sites. If you look on a map, we were
close to the Oregon border above and to the right of a place called
Crescent City.

Some of the instructions we had were a bit vague but generally we
managed to find the plants that we were looking for in places that
approximately fit the map. Our first stop was near a covered bridge. On
one side of the road there was a cliff wall down which water dripped and
on this wall, among the moss and such, live some nice colonies of
Pinguicttla macroceros noftensis which is a temperate species much like
P. vulgaris. This was apparently the type location for this variant, the
'norlensis' referring to 'Del Norte' county where we were located. Sadly
we were too late in the year to see them in flower but I imagine it would
look quite spectacular earlier in the season. The next site was somewhat
down the sarne road, where the cliff was slowly eroding probably due to
a higher seepage rate. Down this eroded serpentine cliff face grew some
Darlingtonia californica. Some big plants could be seen at the top and
various smaller examples were more accessible closer to the road.
Presumably this site will remain unstable as material is removed to keep
the road open. At this site we also saw Californian native orchids and
some tadpoles in the small stream resulting from the seep. The next day
we headed off in another direction to a sign-posted Botanical Trail we'd
been told about. This would have to be the easiest CP site in the world
to find with a big picture of a Darlingtonia and an affow pointing to a
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car park area. We
parked and
wandered down a

short trail to a boggy
area and sure
enough, there were
many large mature
Darlingtonia to be

seen. More could be

seen in similar areas

off the trail. Our
next stop was
another marked
track known as The
Stony Creek Trail.
By this time it was

mid afternoon and

seriously hot. Firstly
we saw Pingtticula
growing along the
banks ofthe creek. I
decided to follow
the creek upstream
for a while while the

others stayed on the
track, both ofus saw
plenty of
Darlingtonia, in different places, but somehow didn't meet up agatn

until we got back to the car. It probably would've been wiser to stick to

the trail but nevermind, you only live once. The next day we needed to

be 350 miles (560 km) to the south to catch our plane but were

convinced to check out one more CP site. Here, at the so called 'Dump

Site', we were able to see small Darlingtonia, Pingyicula as well as

Drosera rotundifolia - sometimes all three in one spot. Then it was

time for the mad dash back to San Francisco so we could hop on a plane
for LA and then home. Luckily we made it but it did get a bit stressful
there once or twice, especially since we'd seemed to have picked up
some extra passengers along the way.

All in all, the month spent in the USA in 2000 was well worth it. We
got to see a lot of CPs in their habitat, from Sarracenia, Drosera,
Utricularia and Pinguicula in the south east to Darlingtonia, Pinguimla
and Drosera in the nofih west - and then there was the cultivated
specimens in private collections. There are still one or two things I'd
like to see in the US as far as CPs go. I'm still to see VFTs in the wild
and there are some nice S. flava found around North Carolina
apparently. Then there is the giant form of ,S.ruinor in Georgia and more
Utrics there and to the south. Perhaps one more trip is on the cards...

Aldrovanda news
Lubomir Adamec and Kamil P6sek (adamec@butbn.cas.cz;
csper@volny.cz) write:

We are greatly honored to introduce our new website on Aldrovanda
vesiculosa to the world-wide "carnivorous" public. The website (www.
BestCamivorousPlants.com/aldrovanda/) has just been completed and is
freely accessible. This specialized website on Aldrovanda includes all
possible aspects of this very rare aquatic carnivorous plant. The website
contains complete on-line texts of the most important papers on
Aldrovanda. It is subdivided into the following chapters: Photo gallery,
Literature references, Important papers available on-line, News and
views, Aldrovanda for sale, Aldrovanda web links, Help us!,
Sponsorship of research, and Persons involved wtth Aldrovanda. We
will be happy if this website brings useful pieces of knowledge of
Aldrovanda to readers and CP growers and will also be grateful for any
interesting feedback.

gis:
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D. calfornica
(Gasquet, California)
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S. flat,a (Apalachicola area, Florida)
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